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Chapter 2831: Higher Chances 

 

Qiao Anxin was very happy. 

Because the more Gong Zeli was interested in that slut, the higher her chances were. 

Tonight was a great opportunity. 

It was easy for a man to get drunk. 

As long as Gong Zeli was drunk, her chances would be even greater. 

To Qiao Anxin, success or failure depended on tonight. 

If everything went well… she could become Gong Zeli’s woman tonight. 

She naturally had countless ways to make him unable to leave her. 

Just like Su Ze. 

Qiao Anxin had always known that she couldn’t compare to Qiao Mianmian in terms of looks. Even if she 

deliberately did plastic surgery to look like her, she was still inferior. 

Hence, she was more willing to work on other things. 

To men, looks were only temporary. 

But if… she could satisfy him, it would be different. 

She couldn’t compare to Qiao Mianmian in terms of looks. 

But in other aspects… she was confident. 

That slut looked as boring as a block of wood. It was just that she hadn’t taken Mo Yesi down yet. 

Otherwise, any man she’d served before wouldn’t be interested in such a block of wood. 

Qiao Anxin walked to the elevator with a smile. 

A moment later, the elevator doors opened and two men walked out. 

At this moment, Qiao Anxin only had Gong Zeli in her mind, and she didn’t have the mood to pay 

attention to others. 

She wasn’t in the mood to notice them, but the two men in the elevator noticed her quickly. 

Both of them looked at her at the same time. They were shocked to see Qiao Anxin’s face, but they 

quickly looked away. 

Then, they walked out of the elevator. 



Qiao Anxin didn’t even look at them. She was thinking about her “big plan” as she walked into the 

elevator in high spirits. 

The elevator doors were about to close when one of the two men took out his cell phone and quickly 

took a picture of her. 

Qiao Anxin was so immersed in her plan that she didn’t realize it. 

The elevator doors closed, and the two men exchanged glances. They changed their minds and pressed 

the elevator button on the other side. 

… 

Qiao Mianmian returned to the private room. 

Zhan Bo sized her up and asked, “Qiao Mianmian, where did you go? Why did you take so long to come 

back? If you took a few more minutes, Brother Han and I would have gone out to look for you.” 

“Didn’t I say that I went to the washroom?” Qiao Mianmian didn’t intend to tell them about her meeting 

with Gong Zeli and being secretly photographed by the paparazzi. 

Anyway, the matter was settled. 

She sat back down and took a sip of the juice. 

“You’ve been there too long.” Zhan Bo frowned. 

“A long time? Maybe I took too long.” She lied. 

“You girls are so troublesome. Brother Han and I are the only ones here. Who are you prettying up to? 

Alright, alright, let’s continue. I don’t believe I’ll keep losing. If I don’t beat you tonight, I won’t be called 

Zhan Bo. I’ll be called Bo Zhan from now on!” 

Zhan Bo lost. 

His face was full of turtles. 

Qiao Mianmian had just sat down when he impatiently pulled her to continue playing cards. 

… 

Qiao Anxin exited the elevator and saw a waiter carrying a bottle of wine and a fruit platter towards 

Gong Zeli’s private room. 

She caught up with the waiter and said something. 

Chapter 2832: Imitating Qiao Mianmian 

 

The waiter handed her everything. 

Qiao Anxin took over and walked towards the private room. 



She couldn’t suppress her excitement, and her expression revealed her excitement. Standing outside the 

door, she reached out to fix her hair. After confirming that her makeup was fine, she knocked on the 

door. 

Soon, the waiter opened the door for her. 

Qiao Anxin took a deep breath and entered the private room with a sweet smile. 

The waiter was stunned when he saw her. He thought she was new. 

He was curious why the management would arrange for a new waiter to work in Gong Zeli’s private 

room. 

They usually didn’t use newbies to serve big shots like him. 

It was easy for newbies to make mistakes. 

If they did anything wrong and offended these big shots, the others would suffer too. 

But… 

Why did this new waiter look so familiar? 

He seemed to have seen her somewhere before. 

Qiao Anxin entered the private room and saw Gong Zeli sitting on the sofa. 

The lights in the private room were dim. 

The man was leaning lazily on the sofa with his head buried in his hands. Although his face couldn’t be 

seen, his noble aura caused him to stand out. 

Qiao Anxin’s heart pounded as she looked at Gong Zeli. 

She then looked at the others in the private room. 

They were all humans, but why was the difference so huge? 

Some people were born to be above others. 

Just like Gong Zeli and the others in the private room. 

If Gong Zeli was a dragon among men, the other men in the private room were bugs. 

Young Master Gong… 

Just this identity alone was enough for many women to come forward. 

Moreover, he was handsome and had a good figure. No woman could resist such a man. 

Even if he didn’t have a good temper. 

No one was perfect. 

So what if he had some flaws? 



His strengths were enough to make up for his shortcomings. 

If she could take care of him tonight, it wouldn’t be difficult for her to win him over in the future. 

Qiao Anxin stared at Gong Zeli with eyes full of ambition. 

She was going to get this man tonight no matter what. 

She still wanted to be the Young Madam of the Gong family. 

She would fight for everything she wanted. 

Qiao Anxin slowly walked towards Gong Zeli. 

When she walked over, she saw that he was still looking down and didn’t even look at her. She placed 

the wine on the coffee table and squatted in front of him. “Young Master Gong, shall I open this bottle 

for you now?” 

Qiao Anxin deliberately imitated Qiao Mianmian’s tone. 

When she went for plastic surgery, not only did she want her face to be like Qiao Mianmian’s, but she 

also wanted her voice to be like Qiao Mianmian’s. 

Her face was close enough, but unfortunately, her voice still didn’t sound like hers. 

But she deliberately imitated Qiao Mianmian’s tone and attracted Gong Zeli’s attention. 

Chapter 2833: It Shouldn’t Be Like This 

 

Gong Zeli looked up slowly. 

The moment he did so, Qiao Anxin immediately adjusted her smile. Just like Qiao Mianmian, when Gong 

Zeli finally looked at her, she smiled sweetly at him. 

Qiao Anxin came with a purpose. 

Hence, she imitated Qiao Mianmian. 

Her smile and makeup. 

She even had the same hairstyle as Qiao Mianmian. 

Since Gong Zeli was interested in that slut, she made herself look like her. 

She didn’t believe that she couldn’t attract him. 

Gong Zeli’s eyes widened when he saw the woman’s face. 

This reaction was within Qiao Anxin’s expectations. 

Gong Zeli’s dazed look made her feel a little smug. 

This made her even more confident. 



She could already see victory waving at her. 

She couldn’t hide her joy. Seeing that Gong Zeli was already attracted to her, she boldly leaned closer 

and touched her face. Her voice became even softer. “Young Master Gong, why are you staring at me 

like that? Is there something dirty on my face?” 

As she got closer, a pungent smell entered Gong Zeli’s nose, causing him to snap out of his daze. 

His eyes were no longer filled with shock and confusion. 

He said coldly, “You’re not the waiter. Who are you?” 

He changed too quickly. 

Qiao Anxin was shocked to see the coldness in his eyes. 

According to her expectations, Gong Zeli would definitely be shocked to see she looked so similar to 

Qiao Mianmian. He would definitely ask her who she was and ask her to stay in the private room with 

him. 

Then, they would drink, and the drunk Gong Zeli couldn’t possibly let her leave. 

Then… everything would go smoothly. 

It didn’t matter even if Gong Zeli wasn’t drunk. 

She even prepared another plan for herself. 

As long as she secretly added what she brought to his cup, he definitely wouldn’t be able to resist her. 

She used this move on Su Ze before. 

It was very effective. 

That night, Su Ze tormented her like crazy. 

Hence, she was determined to get Gong Zeli tonight. 

But she didn’t expect that one moment, he would look so shocked, then it would change to coldness so 

quickly? 

Why was he looking at her so coldly again? 

This shouldn’t be the case. 

She had checked over and over again. There was nothing wrong with her makeup, hairstyle, or even her 

dressing. 

She was dressed according to that slut’s usual style. 

Could it be… 

Gong Zeli actually didn’t like that slut at all? 

Impossible. 



Qiao Anxin panicked. 

“Young Master Gong, my name is Jiang Xinyue. I’m an artiste under your company. I heard that Young 

Master Gong was here tonight, so I wanted to see you.” Qiao Anxin looked up and met Gong Zeli’s cold 

gaze again. A hint of panic flashed in her eyes.. She wasn’t as confident as before. 

Chapter 2834: Get Lost 

 

Moreover, Gong Zeli treated that substitute very well. 

If it wasn’t because he liked Qiao Mianmian, that slut, how could he have found a substitute for her? 

But if Gong Zeli really liked that slut, why wouldn’t he be interested in her? 

Did she make a mistake? 

Just as Qiao Anxin was wondering what was going on with Gong Zeli, she heard him say coldly, “Who 

allowed you to see me? Who are you? Get out.” 

Qiao Anxin looked up in shock. 

Her eyes widened in disbelief. 

Gong Zeli… told her to get lost? 

She suspected that she’d heard wrongly. 

Hence, she couldn’t help but ask, “Young Master Gong, w-what did you say? Do you have some 

misunderstanding about me? You’re my boss, I just wanted to say hi to you.” 

“I told you to get lost.” Gong Zeli’s eyes and voice were cold. “I’m not interested in a vulgar woman like 

you. Get out now, don’t be an eyesore.” 

This time, Qiao Anxin heard him clearly. 

She looked at Gong Zeli in shock. 

He actually told her to get lost. 

He even said that she was too vulgar and he wasn’t interested in her. 

Qiao Anxin couldn’t believe that Gong Zeli would treat her this way. 

Not only was he not interested in her as she expected, she even saw a hint of disgust in his eyes. 

Things didn’t go as she expected. 

It was far beyond her expectations. 

Thinking that she’d definitely be able to take down Gong Zeli tonight, Qiao Anxin panicked. 

How could this be… 



She couldn’t understand why things turned out this way. 

Was she wrong? Was Gong Zeli really not interested in that slut? 

Were all the rumors false? 

Wouldn’t everything she planned for tonight be for nothing? 

Qiao Anxin’s face turned pale. 

If Gong Zeli really wasn’t interested in Qiao Mianmian, not only did her plan fail, everything she did for 

the past year had also been ruined. 

She had done plastic surgery to look like Qiao Mianmian and got Su Ze to sign her with the Gong 

Corporation’s management agency. She wanted to get close to Gong Zeli first and find a way to cozy up 

to him so that she could get what she wanted from him. 

Her next target was Mo Yesi. 

She did everything well. 

She also believed that her plan would never fail. 

She came back with confidence. 

But if she lost her chips right from the start. 

How could she win? 

“Young Master Gong, I, I…” Qiao Anxin looked into Gong Zeli’s cold eyes and trembled in fear. 

She was fearful of the man in front of her, but she couldn’t bear to leave. 

She was indignant. 

She didn’t believe she was wrong. 

Gong Zeli even cut off all ties with Mo Yesi for that slut. 

How could he not be interested in her? 

She didn’t believe it. She had to confirm it again. 

She couldn’t leave so easily. 

“Young Master Gong, it’s so boring to drink alone. Can I drink with you?” 

Chapter 2835: Do You Need Me to Get a Car to Drive You to the Hospital? 

 

Qiao Anxin reached out and slowly ran her fingers up Gong Zeli’s thigh, hinting at him. 

She leaned towards him as she spoke. 

She didn’t believe it. 



Which man in the world could reject a woman who was so proactive towards him? 

Moreover, this woman was rather good-looking. 

And she looked like the woman he liked. 

Qiao Anxin was sure that Gong Zeli wouldn’t push her away this time. 

“Ah!” 

Just as she was about to lean on Gong Zeli, she suddenly screamed and was kicked to the ground. 

Gong Zeli took out his handkerchief and wiped the area she’d touched with disgust. His expression was 

full of disgust as if his legs were stained with something unbearable. 

He didn’t even look at Qiao Anxin, whose face was pale from the pain after being kicked to the ground. 

He turned to the bodyguard beside him and said coldly, “Throw her out. Don’t let any random person in. 

If anyone comes in again, you don’t have to stay by my side anymore.” 

The bodyguard’s expression changed, and he quickly replied respectfully, “Yes, Young Master Gong.” 

The bodyguards quickly helped Qiao Anxin up from the ground and then carried her out of the private 

room like a sack. 

Gong Zeli didn’t hold back. 

He kicked Qiao Anxin in the chest. 

Qiao Anxin couldn’t move at all. Her vision went dark and she was in a semi-conscious state. 

Hence, when the two bodyguards carried her out of the private room, she didn’t have the strength to 

struggle. 

… 

The bodyguards carried Qiao Anxin out of the private room and left her to the waiter. 

Seeing that she was about to faint, the waiter kindly helped her to the side and asked if she needed any 

help. 

Qiao Anxin leaned against the wall weakly. After a while, she felt alive again. 

Her expression was still awful as she panted heavily. Sweat rolled down her forehead, and her face was 

as pale as a ghost. 

“Miss, do you need me to get a car to drive you to the hospital? You don’t look too well. Are you 

alright?” The waiter glanced at her, worried that she would faint in their clubhouse. 

Qiao Anxin didn’t say anything. She leaned against the wall and panted for a while before raising her 

pale face and saying weakly, “No need, I’ll be fine after resting for a while.” 

“Alright, then.” The waiter looked at her and then at the private room behind her. He then said, “If you 

need anything, let me know. I can get a car for you.” 



Qiao Anxin nodded weakly. 

The waiter didn’t bother about her anymore and turned to do his own thing. 

Qiao Anxin leaned against the wall, her chest still hurting. Thinking of Gong Zeli’s kick, her already pale 

face seemed even paler. Her face was like a thin layer of paper, almost transparent. 

Fear could be seen in her eyes. 

She couldn’t help but tremble. 

She’d heard of how temperamental Gong Zeli was, but she’d never expected him to be so cruel. 

He actually kicked her. 

She almost fainted from the pain. 

Chapter 2836: Did You Lie to Me? 

 

She still couldn’t believe what had just happened. 

But the pain in her chest told her that everything was real. 

She was rejected by Gong Zeli. 

She was even kicked by him. 

Gong Zeli wasn’t interested in her at all. Not only was he not interested, but he also hated her. 

Her plan failed. 

She thought she could take Gong Zeli down easily, but she didn’t expect this. 

Compared to the physical pain, at this point, Qiao Anxin was really afraid of the unknown. 

Everything that happened tonight ruined her original plan. 

She wasn’t just returning to the entertainment industry to be a small artiste. 

She was no longer satisfied. 

So what if she became the most popular female celebrity in the entertainment industry? 

In the eyes of the real elites, she was just an actress. 

She was nothing compared to the Young Madam of the Bai family. 

Hence, her ultimate goal was never just to become a popular female artiste. 

Her ultimate goal was the Gong and Mo families. 

Her ultimate goal was that man called Mo Yesi. 

… 



“Su Ze, didn’t you tell me that Gong Zeli found a substitute who looks like Qiao Mianmian and treated 

that woman well? Did you lie to me?” Qiao Anxin called Su Ze and asked angrily. 

On the other side, Su Ze was also socializing. Qiao Anxin could hear the sweet voice of a woman on the 

phone. 

The woman was speaking to him sweetly. “Young Master Su, you’re so mean. You’re just trying to get 

me drunk.” 

Qiao Anxin heard the commotion and smiled in disdain. 

Even if Su Ze had always been obsessed with Qiao Mianmian, it was hard to change his nature. 

It was obvious. 

No man in this world was good. 

Even if he still had someone in his heart, he still couldn’t control his body. 

Otherwise, how did she manage to seduce Su Ze? 

She thought that Gong Zeli wouldn’t be hard to get, but she didn’t expect to be chased out so badly. She 

didn’t even manage to touch him. 

Qiao Anxin was furious at this thought. 

Su Ze didn’t respond immediately. 

The woman’s sweet voice could be heard again. “Young Master Su, don’t be like this. I’m really drunk.” 

Qiao Anxin got even angrier and growled into the cell phone. “Su Ze, can you get that slut beside you to 

stop it? I have something important to tell you.” 

“Who provoked you?” Su Ze’s lazy voice finally sounded, as if he was unhappy that Qiao Anxin 

interrupted his good time. 

Qiao Anxin took a deep breath and said angrily, “Did you lie to me?” 

“I lied to you?” Su Ze sounded even more upset. “What did I lie to you about?” 

“You clearly told me that Gong Zeli got Qiao Mianmian’s substitute to stay with him.” Qiao Anxin was 

even angrier when she heard his tone. “Did you lie to me? This isn’t true at all.” 

“Qiao Anxin, I think you’re being ridiculous..” Su Ze’s tone darkened. “Do I have to lie to you?” 

Chapter 2837: You Have Another Chance 

 

“What I said is true. He did find a substitute to stay by his side. I’m not the only one who knows about 

this. Many people in the Gong Corporation know about it. 

“Why? Did your seduction plan fail? Gong Zeli isn’t interested in you at all? Qiao Anxin, I’ve told you 

before, he’s not a man you can get easily. 



“If you treat him like an ordinary man and think that you can easily make him fall head over heels for 

you, you’re completely wrong.” 

Qiao Anxin’s face paled and she felt embarrassed. She gritted her teeth and said, “Didn’t you say that 

I’m more like Qiao Mianmian than the substitute? Since he can keep that woman by his side, why 

doesn’t he show any reaction when he saw me?” 

“He didn’t react to you at all?” Su Ze seemed surprised. 

“Not only did he not respond, but he also said that he wasn’t interested in me. He even got someone to 

chase me out of his private room.” Qiao Anxin didn’t say that she’d been kicked by Gong Zeli and thrown 

out. It was too embarrassing. 

“Could it be that he’s not interested in Qiao Mianmian at all? Did we guess wrongly? Otherwise, why 

wouldn’t he be interested in me at all?” 

“Impossible,” Su Ze said firmly. “It’s impossible that he isn’t interested in Qiao Mianmian. If he wasn’t, 

he wouldn’t have helped her again and again, nor would he have found a substitute to keep by his side. 

He also wouldn’t have lost his brotherhood with Mo Yesi.” 

“Then, why did he say that he’s not interested in me? And I can feel that he… really isn’t interested in 

me. It’s not an act.” Qiao Anxin bit her lip. 

Su Ze kept quiet for a while. 

“I don’t know. But are you planning to give up just like that?” 

“Of course not.” Qiao Anxin immediately said, “That’s why I called you. Su Ze, you have to help me. Do 

you think… he’s not interested in me because he already has a substitute? 

“What kind of woman is she? Could it be that the substitute is a vixen and Gong Zeli is charmed by her? 

“Su Ze, say something. Is the substitute a vixen?” 

“What’s the rush?” Under her urging, Su Ze slowly said, “That substitute is a female university student. 

I’ve seen her once, and she looks like an insensible little girl. Gong Zeli treats her well, but he definitely 

won’t be charmed by such a little girl. 

“As for why he’s not interested in you, that’s up to you to discover.” 

Qiao Anxin was stunned. “Su Ze, what do you mean?” 

“Didn’t you tell me confidently that you’d definitely be able to take him down tonight? Qiao Anxin, I’ve 

said it before, Gong Zeli isn’t an ordinary man. If you want to use your previous method of seducing men 

to deal with him, then don’t waste your efforts. 

“Think about it carefully. You still have one more chance. If Gong Zeli isn’t interested in your face, then 

your face is wasted. Then, our cooperation will end here.” Su Ze hung up. 

Qiao Anxin stood by the street and gripped her cell phone tightly. 

No. 



She definitely wouldn’t let plastic surgery be for nothing. 

Chapter 2838: You’re in a Very Dangerous Situation Right Now 

 

She still had a chance. 

No matter what, she had to find a way to take Gong Zeli down. 

She had no way out. 

Her only way out was death. 

… 

It was already past 10:00 PM when Qiao Mianmian returned to the hotel. 

The next morning, they had to record a show. 

Hence, she decided to sleep early. 

After video-calling with Mo Yesi for more than 10 minutes, she went to take a shower. 

When she came out of the bathroom, her cell phone lit up. 

She walked over slowly. 

Seeing that it was Bai Yusheng, she immediately picked up the call. 

“Brother,” she called sweetly. 

“I’ve investigated the person you asked me to.” Bai Yusheng went straight to the point. “According to 

the information, the female artiste called Jiang Xinyue might have another identity.” 

Qiao Mianmian’s heart skipped a beat. 

“Anther identity? What identity?” 

“I’m not completely sure, but according to the information I found, there’s a 95% chance that she’s your 

former sister from the Qiao family. Her current appearance is a result of plastic surgery. 

“After Qiao Anxin left the entertainment industry, she went to Country Y and stayed there to develop. 

“Jiang Xinyue came back from Country Y, too. She even used the same cell phone number from before 

to call Su Ze the day before she returned. After that, she canceled it. 

“Also, Qiao Anxin went overseas with her mother. My men found out that on the day Jiang Xinyue flew 

back to Yuncheng City, Qiao Anxin’s mother, Lin Huizhen, also flew back on the same flight. 

“Jiang Xinyue’s current cell phone number is related to Lin Huizhen. 

“So, it’s very likely that she’s Qiao Anxin. Mianmian, you’re in a very dangerous situation right now. I’m 

worried that she’s on this variety show because of you. She was forced to leave the entertainment 

industry back then. She must blame you for this. She might even be back to take revenge on you.” 



Bai Yusheng’s voice was a little serious. “Why don’t you… come back immediately? I’m really worried 

about you staying there.” 

Although Qiao Mianmian had already guessed it, she was still shocked now that her guess was 

confirmed. 

Jiang Xinyue… was really Qiao Anxin! 

Qiao Anxin actually came back to Yuncheng City after undergoing plastic surgery to look like her and 

even participated in the same variety show. 

“Mianmian, did you hear me?” Bai Yusheng asked seriously. “Come back tomorrow. If you feel like you 

can’t stay idle at home, I can find another variety show for you. 

“You can’t stay with Qiao Anxin.” 

“Brother, I heard you.” Qiao Mianmian recovered from the shock after a while. 

She took a deep breath and pursed her lips. “You don’t have to worry about me. I’ll protect myself.” 

“So, you’re not coming back? You still want to stay there?” Bai Yusheng was a little angry. “No, I don’t 

agree. You have to come back immediately.. If you don’t listen, I’ll get Ah Si to fetch you.” 

Chapter 2839: Jiang Xinyue Is Really Qiao Anxin?! 

 

“Ah Si doesn’t know about this, right?” 

“Brother, I’ve already signed the contract with the production team. How can I leave now?” Qiao 

Mianmian knew that Bai Yusheng wouldn’t let her stay. Thus, she acted coquettishly. “I know you’re 

worried about me, but I promise I’ll be extra careful. 

“I’ll pay more attention to Qiao Anxin, too. 

“She definitely doesn’t know that I already know her true identity. Since I already know that she’s Qiao 

Anxin, I’ll definitely be on guard against her. And I don’t think she’ll dare to do anything to me right 

away. She must have put in so much effort to return to the entertainment industry because she doesn’t 

want to expose her identity too early. 

“Brother, don’t tell Mo Yesi about this yet, alright? I really want to finish this episode. My manager 

fought hard for this opportunity for me. I’ll feel bad if I go back now. 

“Cameras will be facing us all day long. I believe Qiao Anxin isn’t that daring. She wouldn’t dare to do 

anything to me in the open. The shoot isn’t long this time. I’ll go back immediately after the shoot, 

alright? 

“Brother, I know you love me the most. You’ll definitely help me. Brother, you’re the best brother in the 

world, alright?” 

Bai Yusheng sighed helplessly. “This again? You sure can use this move on me. Mianmian, it’s different 

this time. It concerns your safety. I’m really worried.” 



“Brother…” 

“It’s useless no matter what you say.” This time, Bai Yusheng was very firm. “Go back tomorrow 

morning. If you don’t want to go back, I’ll get Ah Si to pick you up.” 

“Brother…” 

“Alright, that’s it. I can promise you anything, but not this. Remember, go back tomorrow morning. If 

you don’t want me to tell Ah Si about this, you can do it yourself.” 

Bai Yusheng hung up. 

Qiao Mianmian was speechless. 

This was the first time her brother, who doted on her and listened to her, was so domineering. 

It was useless no matter how much she whined. 

Qiao Mianmian felt a headache coming on. 

She didn’t want to go back just like that, but if she didn’t, Bai Yusheng would definitely tell Mo Yesi 

about this whole affair. 

If Mo Yesi found out, he would definitely come to pick her up. 

Moreover, she was sure that Mo Yesi would be like Bai Yusheng. He wouldn’t agree to her staying no 

matter how coquettish she acted. 

Hence, she had to leave. 

Qiao Mianmian thought for a while and then sent Linda a WeChat message. 

Qiao Mianmian: [Sister Xie, if I say that I’m quitting “My Intern Parents” now, will it make things difficult 

for you?] 

Linda was still awake. 

Linda: [Quit now? Why? What happened?] 

Qiao Mianmian: [Mm, I got my brother to investigate Jiang Xinyue. According to the information he 

found, Jiang Xinyue is very likely to be Qiao Anxin. He’s worried that Qiao Anxin will secretly take 

revenge on me, so he doesn’t allow me to stay here.] 

Linda: [Jiang Xinyue is really Qiao Anxin?!] 

Qiao Mianmian: [Although it’s not 100% sure, it’s pretty much the same.] 

A few minutes later. 

Linda: [If she’s really Qiao Anxin, it’s not safe for you to stay there. Listen to your brother, I’ll talk to the 

production team. Although it’s not good to leave at the last minute, your safety comes first.] 

Qiao Mianmian: [Sister Xie, thank you.] 

Chapter 2840: Did You Say Something to Him? 



 

Linda: [I’ll arrange another show for you. But what are your plans now that you know that Jiang Xinyue is 

Qiao Anxin? You can’t just sit back and do nothing. If she really came back to take revenge on you, even 

if you avoid her this time, she’ll definitely find a way to get close to you.] 

Qiao Mianmian: [Mm, I’ve thought about this too. But if she doesn’t do anything now, I can’t do 

anything to her. I’d better observe her. If she just wants to return to the entertainment industry and 

doesn’t have any other thoughts, then I don’t have to do anything.] 

Linda: [Anyway, be careful. I think her return this time is definitely not simple.] 

Qiao Mianmian: [Mm, I’ll be careful.] 

Linda: [It’s getting late, you should rest early. Goodnight.] 

Qiao Mianmian: [Goodnight.] 

After Qiao Mianmian ended her conversation with Linda, she got ready to sleep. 

At this moment, someone knocked on the door. 

Looking at the time, she looked at the door in confusion. 

Who would be looking for her at this time? 

Zhan Bo? Qin Han? 

She quickly put on a coat and tidied her hair before walking to the door and opening it. 

Qiao Mianmian was shocked to see the person standing outside. 

She subconsciously took a step back. 

At the door. 

Qiao Anxin’s face was red from the alcohol, and her eyes were a little dazed. She held the door frame 

with one hand and sneered when she saw her. “Qiao Mianmian, why are you backing off? Do you think 

I’ll eat you up?” 

“Jiang Xinyue, why are you looking for me?” Qiao Mianmian ignored her question and kept a distance 

from her. 

It wasn’t Qin Han or Zhan Bo who knocked on her door. It was Jiang Xinyue. 

No, it should be Qiao Anxin. 

Qiao Mianmian didn’t know that she was Qiao Anxin before. Although she felt her hostility, she wasn’t 

too guarded against her. 

Now that she knew that the person in front of her was Qiao Anxin, she had to be careful. 

Qiao Anxin knocking on her door at this time wasn’t a good thing for Qiao Mianmian. 



“Why? Can’t I look for you for no reason?” Seeing that Qiao Mianmian had no intention of inviting her 

in, Qiao Anxin sneered. “Senior Qiao, aren’t you going to invite me in?” 

Qiao Mianmian looked at her expressionlessly. “What exactly is it? I’ll close the door if you have nothing 

to say.” 

“Hmph, Senior Qiao is really arrogant. That’s right, Senior Qiao is a popular A-list celebrity now. Senior 

Qiao naturally doesn’t care about newbies like us. But Senior Qiao, you’re always acting in front of 

others, aren’t you afraid of others discovering your hypocritical side?” 

Qiao Mianmian frowned impatiently. “I’ll say it again. I’ll close the door if you have nothing to say.” 

With that, she reached out to close the door. 

“Wait, don’t close the door.” Qiao Anxin seemed anxious and reached out to block the door. She bit her 

lip and looked at Qiao Mianmian with some resentment in her eyes. She asked rudely, “Qiao Mianmian, 

did you bump into Gong Zeli when you went to the Lan Ya Pavilion today? 

“Did you say something to him?” 

After Qiao Anxin left the pavilion, she thought for a long time but still couldn’t figure out why Gong Zeli 

treated her that way. 

 


